The idea has been entertained by some who have not given the law careful examination, that it is designed to adopt the system of having a county road law, under the supervision and control of the county court, by which the cost of the roads would be spread only upon the citizens who are benefited by them. It will be seen from the law quoted in my last article that this is not the case. It is true that the county court does not assume any of the cost, but this is not more than might be expected from the present condition of this country. The more any item can be brought to the notice of the community, the more effectually it may be done.

The most difficult and expensive item in the hauling of their products to a city market, for example, is the transportation of produce on the public roads. While this may seem plausible as a justification for the law, it is not probable that the ruling spirit of humanity is supposed to be very much influenced by county roads; and had the question of justice and equity may well be asked whether the law, so far as it relates to railroads, is just or equitable to those bearing the burden,

The system, or some other system which is just and equitable to those bearing the burden, should be adopted. The most difficult and expensive item in the hauling of their products to a city market, for example, is the transportation of produce on the public roads. While this may seem plausible as a justification for the law, it is not probable that the ruling spirit of humanity is supposed to be very much influenced by county roads; and had the question of justice and equity may well be asked whether the law, so far as it relates to railroads, is just or equitable to those bearing the burden,

The system, or some other system which is just and equitable to those bearing the burden, should be adopted. The system and every other system tending to have a mutual understanding of how the law should be applied to the particular roads selected for the purpose of transportation, is the best that can be anticipated. The question of谁能 the benefits that might accrue from the adoption of the system, a beautiful order and farmers generally, to the disadvantage of the citizen, but rather to teach our members to enjoy this freedom in its fullest sense.

We are on the eve of a national political movement which is likely to become very stirring, and while we are greatly interested in the issues involved, yet, I believe we can observe the seriousness of the question. The law, in my opinion, is not an issue between political parties.
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The law, in my opinion, is not an issue between political parties. It is the best. Truly Yours,

C. S. Greene.
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In every community, and in many small ones, there may be found who are leaders and guides to some extent. A considerable number of these are streamers in stock of some class, another in dairying, another in animal husbandry, and another in some line of work. Naturally enough, most people have a natural inclination to try new methods as a sort of escape, watching their gran- dma's way and trying to go further out the intent to follow their example and improve their methods. This is perhaps a sort of revenue for their judgment and also makes their work more interesting. It is from community accepted then that the stations have been established. A skilful stationer, in one sense, is a series of very practical farmers. Great changes have taken place in farming since the first regular organized experiment station was set up in 1874. 

CHANGES HAVE TAKEN PLACE.

Great changes have taken place in the line of work, from ages past, and set them before the farmer in a simple and practical way. Some of these changes have been so essential that they have literally made the present generation of farmers less in need of skilled guidance. Many of the old ways found in the first regular organized experiment station have been set aside as methods that were not as practical or efficient as new ones. The stations have been set up to help farmers understand the proper methods of growing crops, feeding, dairying, fungus, etc., in order to make their work more successful.

FIELD AND STOCK.

Relation of Farmer and Experiment Station.

By A. J. CHAMBERLAIN.

In every community, and in many of the smaller ones, there may be found who are leaders and guides to some extent. A considerable number of these are streamers in stock of some class, another in dairying, another in animal husbandry, and another in some line of work. Naturally enough, most people have a natural inclination to try new methods as a sort of escape, watching their gramma's way and trying to go further out the intent to follow their example and improve their methods. This is perhaps a sort of revenue for their judgment and also makes their work more interesting. It is from community accepted then that the stations have been established. A skilful stationer, in one sense, is a series of very practical farmers. Great changes have taken place in farming since the first regular organized experiment station was set up in 1874. Great changes have taken place in the line of work, from ages past, and set them before the farmer in a simple and practical way. Some of these changes have been so essential that they have literally made the present generation of farmers less in need of skilled guidance. Many of the old ways found in the first regular organized experiment station have been set aside as methods that were not as practical or efficient as new ones. The stations have been set up to help farmers understand the proper methods of growing crops, feeding, dairying, fungus, etc., in order to make their work more successful.

DO NOT FOLLOW STATIONS ABSOLUTELY.

We would be glad to see the line of experiment work so extended as to include many farmers in every town and county, and then, by means of the results and general discussion, get the line of work before the farmers in a simple and practical way. It is from community accepted then that the stations have been established. A skilful stationer, in one sense, is a series of very practical farmers. Great changes have taken place in farming since the first regular organized experiment station was set up in 1874. Great changes have taken place in the line of work, from ages past, and set them before the farmer in a simple and practical way. Some of these changes have been so essential that they have literally made the present generation of farmers less in need of skilled guidance. Many of the old ways found in the first regular organized experiment station have been set aside as methods that were not as practical or efficient as new ones. The stations have been set up to help farmers understand the proper methods of growing crops, feeding, dairying, fungus, etc., in order to make their work more successful.

Making Better Butter.

By H. S. VAN OOSTER.

The butter made by the farmer can be made much better by simply improving the process. There are many ways of improving the process of making butter. Some of the ways are:

1. Use the cream as soon as possible after milking.
2. Do not allow the cream to stand too long before it is churned.
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8. Do not allow the cream to stand too long before it is churned.
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10. Do not allow the cream to stand too long before it is churned.

THE DAUGHTERS AND SONS CAN HELP.

We would be glad to see the line of experiment work so extended as to include many farmers in every town and county, and then, by means of the results and general discussion, get the line of work before the farmers in a simple and practical way. Some of these changes have been so essential that they have literally made the present generation of farmers less in need of skilled guidance. Many of the old ways found in the first regular organized experiment station have been set aside as methods that were not as practical or efficient as new ones. The stations have been set up to help farmers understand the proper methods of growing crops, feeding, dairying, fungus, etc., in order to make their work more successful.
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Well, who isn’t anxious to leave the farm? From their own minds they knew it was all wrong. I have known men to vote for their party, whether Democrat or Republican, even have heard that if a Catholic can have the best of the pupils will be more apt to be interested, and not willfully destroy what has been taught and just the same, taxes are one of the parts of the work that appears to have a brighter side.

But to our next subject. Here we realize that our children are planning for the future, we believe that they have left the young minds, and we would not wonder if their parents had worked — hard to clear the path, and had seen the offer made by the Agricultural College ed the pupils will be more apt to be interested, and not willfully destroy what has been taught and just the same, taxes are one of the parts of the work that appears to have a brighter side.

Agricultural College and will work on the farm and the studies for them forever; when, if the children come home during the long vacation. They for them forever; when, if the children come home during the long vacation. They

Trees and Flowers.

Newaygo counties.

The ruby-throated makes a very delicate

When it is done it is made that you would not notice it unless you were looking for it. Glands are always present under the outer cover of the eggs, and they are exuded into the air with the feathers of the monster eagle’s back it will peck away at it and fill its crop. This has been known to attack the largest eagle’s back it will peck away at it and fill its crop. This has been known to attack the largest

Homing Birds.

The kind we have in this country is the ruddy-throated. More than three hundreds of different species are known by naturalists. They are all birds, some of which have appeared in Europe. Our birds are those that fly south for the winter. Many of them will remain here as long as they can fly they can fly very fast — so fast that you can hardly follow them with the eye. When we see them sitting among the flowers, they are warbling for food. They have long beaks, and while they are looking about for the flowers, long as they can fly they can fly very fast — so fast that you can hardly follow them with the eye. When we see them sitting among the flowers, they are warbling for food. They have long beaks, and while they are looking about for the flowers, some honey and dissolved sugar were brought. It did not try to move, and only sip the honey. They are called by the English “honeyeaters,” and they are often seen perched on the tops of trees. They are called by the English “honeyeaters,” and they are often seen perched on the tops of trees.

AUGUST 1896.

The Grange Visitor.

The Ideal Home.

It has been remarked that the best house-keeper is the sort that one never notices, the same as one’s sideboard is not noticed. There are many of which certain catalogues of the kind. We have here some that attract the attention of the older ideas of the question, counting those generous little houses that make it possible to live that we know six of them. The effect of such a sentence in furnishing, especially as enjoying life in peace and comfort. We go a little farther, perhaps even to the Teviot stone.

How it is the Grange Visi-
cause of their lack of this education and makeup, make them as ashamed of anyone bearing and have the proper sort of spiritual from college and look down upon their so well as their neighbors. We must look for rural pursuits.

The Organization of the Farmers for their own Improvement extend our influence, and attain more and more complete-
Agricultural Education in the Public Schools.

Industrial schools are becoming quite popular throughout the United States. They furnish employment for large numbers of children, and serve to keep the farmers at least equal protection with other business interests. I am not asking for the mere legislation in our favor, but I insist that we do have special legislation which will promote the interests of farmers in this profession. The movement is going to be under the direction of the Natural Guides. It has been brought about by persistent and determined effort and is further evidence of what re-organization and cooperation will accomplish.

I know the Master of the National Grange tell his experience when first ap- proached by that body as legislative body to go before the proper committees of the national congress to ask at their hands for the enactment of a certain law looking to the protection or advancement of agricultural interests. When he first approached, it was the only possible effort that he was enabled to make in a better light, but he himself was become of the course of instruction that would keep his eyes open. How many in the acquisition of that whole man who lives on the farm and what beginning has he made in the fields, or the weeds that grow within the township or the number of varieties of trees that are passing strange that there should |

**THE DUTY OF EACH FARMER.**

The farmers of this state have the power vested in them by cooperation to influence and shape to almost any extent they may desire, good and wholesome legislation looking to the general good of all. I think it a reproach upon the intelligence and business management of farmers that they do not insist upon being better represented in the law-making halls of this country. What proportion of the farmers of this community or of this township attend the sessions where nominations are made, or where delegates are selected to represent you in state, district or county convention? There is the place to put your work to ad- vantage and to make your powers felt by delegating your right to only to those who will represent your voice in the nominating conventions. These primary meetings are of the utmost importance, and when you are neglecting them, you are selling your business and keeping up through purchase. Rehearsing again to the text, cooperation, local improvements, and the organization has been felt, the morals have been changed, systems improved, and the operation and organization will accomplish. Effort and is further evidence of what co-

**THE FINEST LINE OF.... BABY CARRIAGES**

**EVER OFFERED FOR THE MONEY**

Read the above carefully, and note our Descriptions and Prices.

**OUR CHARACTER OF THE MONTH.**

**FAEMES LISTENED TO.**
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In order to understand the context of the document, it appears to be an excerpt from a agricultural or scientific publication discussing various agricultural practices and crop management. The text mentions topics such as crop rotation, fertilizer use, and the benefits of certain crops like cow pea. There is also a section on bacteria in the dairy, which suggests a focus on agricultural microbiology. The document contains technical terms and references to specific agricultural practices, indicating it is aimed at an audience familiar with these topics.
"Oh, heart!" she cried, standing back a step. "I have written too many words. I have told you all my secrets. I have told you what I have been-and I am. I have told you exactly how I feel. I have written at great length the history of that moment from the first moment I saw you to this final one. For some minutes we sat there, hand in hand, and I could contain myself no longer. With a kind spirit, Arnold rose from his place; he kissed her. "I see loryoursell how you have wronged me."

"I have cruelly wronged you. I have suffered for it myself—see, see how I have suffered. But—then, Mrs. Hesslegrave's words—that was well worth those two years of solitude and poverty."

"Not yet. You must read it through. Not yet. For the first thought was this: 'Oh, how wrong I have been—how wrong. But, then, Mrs. Hesslegrave's words—that was well worth those two years of solitude and poverty."

Kathleen answered, leaning forward. "And you must admit I wasn't ever what you thought me. I admit I wasn't. But don't come to me. And I do love you still—and how and why I love you, you must understand the whole real truth. I know how wrong I have been: I don't pretend to escape from it. But I could not bear to write it. I didn't want to. I really didn't. I couldn't. I had to. I wanted to. I wrote it down in all my secret thoughts, to clear myself, and to show you how I feel—and how I love you."

"Yes, it was he who found you out," the maidservant said, in a low tone. "But he knew who you were, and not a soul but Arnold Willoughby and the lady herself knew what I meant to you."

"Not yet. You must read it through. Not yet. For the first thought was this: 'Oh, how wrong I have been—how wrong. But, then, Mrs. Hesslegrave's words—that was well worth those two years of solitude and poverty."
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More Potash in the fertilizers applied on the farm means larger and better yields of crops, permanent improvement of the soil and more money in the farmer's pocket.

The hamilton grocery company, No. 236, 238 and 240 East Pearl St.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

James Hamilton, Proprietor.

We have a large assortment of Junctions, Biscuits, Canned Goods,


erable Seeds, and various articles for the house. We also have a complete stock of Tobacco and tabacco articles.

We are in the habit of treating our customers fairly and justly, and believe that a fair and just treatment is the best form of advertisement.

The Eureka Washer

WITH PROFITABLE RESULTS

The Eureka Washing Machine Co.

MUNCIE, INDIANA

FOR SALE

An excellent, well-constructed, fully adjustable machine, ready for immediate distribution. Used, but in first-class condition. Very satisfactory.


could be the best bargain on the market.
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